A new technique for the construction of optimal odd fractional designs in mixed series experiment is developed. The construction begins by classifying all the experimental points in the experimental region into groups where the levels of each factor is centred at zero, thereafter the P point trial designs is formed by picking the support points from the first group to the last depending on the size of the designs using some optimality checks. The technique obtains a P-point optimal design using loss of information as an optimality Criteria. Numerical illustrations confirm the effectiveness of this technique.
Introduction
There are many experiments designed to study the effects of variables largely under the control of the experimenter on other variables which are functions of the controlled variables (Raghavarao, 1971) . The controlled variables are called factors and the functions are the response variables. The experiment is conducted by changing the settings of the factors and observing the changes which result in the response variables. The settings of a factor for which observations are made on the response variables are called the levels of the factors. (Pazman, 1987) A complete factorial experimental design requires that observations be made on the response variables for all combinations of the levels of the factors. These combinations will be referred to as treatment combinations. A fractional factorial experimental design requires that only a fraction of these treatment combinations be studied. (Meyer, 1971) Catalogs of fractional factorial designs for the case when all factors have two levels, and three levels are mostly not available. In symmetrical factorial experiment, we can confound higher order interactions without losing any information on main effects. In mixed factorials, pm x qn we can confound r independent effects and interactions of factors at p levels and s independent effects and interactions of factors at q levels in blocks of size pm-rqn-s. White and Hulquist (1995) has given methods for the designs and analysis of confounding plans for the pm x qn factorial experiment, p and q primes, using a technique of combining elements from distinct finite fields. An equivalent theoretical base utilizing ideal theory was obtained by Raktae (1999) and Banjere (1970) showed that it will be possible to provide the confounding plans for mixed factorials of the types 5n x 8m, where n and m are any two positive integers. The aim of this paper is to present a methodology which will yield optimal odd fractional designs in mixed series experiment using semi-Latin squares. 
Methodology
For a mixed series experiment, an experimental treatment table is displayed to show the different factor levels in the experiment, most often pseudo factors are used to complete the table plans while the incomplete Latin square plan can be superimposed for the group formation. This criterion function shows how much information can be accounted for a particular treatment effect while the use of the optimality checks gives some guide on the choice of designs that are close to optimality in a class of admissible designs. (John, 1980) Consider a 3 x 5 experiment; the treatment plan is as displayed in By superimposing this Latin square plan on the experimental treatment table, the groups are formed by picking a complete directrix of the alphabetical arrangement of the Latin square plan. This is shown below.
The resulting groups are given below.
From the above groups, the desired P-point treatment designs are formed, where the pseudo-support points are discarded and the real support points are used to make up the P-point desired designs. In the class of admissible designs formed, the optimality checks are used to eliminate the non-promising designs, that showed biasness with loss of information as an optimality criteria.
Construction Algorithm
Step 1. Centering of Data
The initial levels of each factor is centered at zero, i.e. the centre of all factors in the n-component zero vector (0, 0,. . . , 0).
Step 2. Formation of treatment table:
The support points making up the experimental regionX are used to form the treatment table.
Step 3. Formation of Latin square plan:
A Latin square plan is formed where the dimension n x n is the highest level of the experimental factors.
Step 4. Formation of Groups:
The groups are formed after superimposing the Latin square plan on the treatment table; where each group is the directrix of complete alphabetical arrangement of the Latin square plan. Thus k th groups contain (n-2) support points and the resulting groups are n.
Step 5. Construction of P -point trial designs: ζ p .
Support points are assigned to form the P -point designs beginning with those in g1, g2, . . . gn until all P-points have been assigned:
Step 6. Optimality Check:
The design is optimal ζ p if
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Illustration and Discussion
The illustration below shows application of the above construction algorithm on a 3 x 5 experimental plan.
The treatment table is as shown in table 2, with the introduction of pseudo factors.
(1) Group formation: The support points are classified into the groups after superimposing the Latin square plan on the treatment table. Each group is gotten from a complete directrix of the alphabetical arrangement of the Latin square plan. Hence;
(2) Construction of P-trial point designs, ζ p : Discard the pseudo factors of each group before making up the P-point design beginning with those ing 1 , then g 2 , · · · , g 5 until P-point have been assigned from the class above, the optimality check is used to eliminate the non-promising ones. Hence the below trial design evolved.
(3)
(4) Application of loss of information optimality checks: With loss of information optimality criterion, the performance of the two promising designs towards optimality show that ζ (1) 9 / 15 is optimal since no information is loss on the treatment effects, and this could be seen to show better result as compared to Raghavarao (1971) and Pazman (1981) . In Pazman and Raghavarao the construction of P-trial point designs could not be ascertained by the introduction of optimality checks but in our algorithm the optimality checks are used to eliminate non promising designs.
Conclusion
A technique for the construction of optimal odd fractional design in mixed series experiment is shown to be effective especially with the superimposition of the Latin square, on the experimental treatment table.
Numerical illustration using 3 x 5 experimental plan shows a huge success in its performance. 
